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In this paper we classify strongly prime alternative triple systems with nonzero
socle over arbitrary rings of scalars. Modulo the associative case, the remaining
ones are simple and with a maximal idempotent though they may not have
.maximal tripotents . These last are completely described. In particular, the simple
finite-dimensional alternative triple systems over arbitrary fields are classified.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xAlternative triple systems were considered for O. Loos, who in 9
obtained a structure theory for simple finite-dimensional alternative triple
systems over algebraically closed fields of characteristic not 2. On the
other hand, K. Meyberg classified the simple alternative triple systems
containing a maximal tripotent, over arbitrary commutative unital rings
 w x.see 13 . This classification has been recently extended to the strongly
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w xprime case in 4 , while a structure theory for alternative H*-triple systems
w xwas given in 2 by replacing the algebraic finiteness conditions by others of
geometric and analytic nature, and where the existence of maximal tripo-
tents is not ensured. In spite of these advances, the description of simple
finite-dimensional alternative triple systems over arbitrary fields remained
unsolved. In this paper, we close this last problem as a particular case of
our classification of the prime nondegenerate alternative triple systems
with nonzero socle. Other topics in alternative triple systems are studied in
w x w x14 and 16 .
This paper is organized as follows. The aim of Sect. 2 is to give several
preliminary definitions and basic results. In Sect. 3 we begin with a socle
theorem for nondegenerate alternative triple systems, while in Corollary 1
we prove that each strongly prime alternative triple system with nonzero
 w x w x.socle is either associative and therefore is described in 5 and 6 , or it is
 w x.simple with a maximal tripotent and we can apply 13 , or it is simple and
w xcontains a maximal idempotent. This result was previously proved in 8
over fields of characteristic not 2 or 3. However, the restriction on the
w xcharacteristic of the ground field has been removed in 3 following
suggestions of Professor Antonio Fernandez Lopez. In Sect. 4 we studyÂ Â
 .case i of Corollary 1. In this way, we can obtain the main theorem
 .Theorem 3 of this work. This is the key tool to complete the cases which
remained unsolved. In Sect. 5 we summarize our main results. Throughout
w xthis paper we follow 10 for notation and definitions.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In the sequel, F denotes a commutative unital ring. By an extension field
of F we mean a field K which is a F-algebra. Let A be a module over F.
 :A triple product on A is a trilinear map ? ? ? : A = A = A ª A. An
alternati¨ e triple system A over F is a F-module with a triple product which
satisfies the following identities:
  ::   ::  : :   : :u¨ xyz q xy u¨z s u¨x yz q x ¨uy z ,
  ::  : :u¨ xyx s u¨x yx ,
  ::  : :xy xyz s xyx yz ,
 q y.for all elements u, ¨ , x, y, and z in A. Let A s A , A be a pair of
 :s s s ys sF-modules, equipped with trilinear maps ? ? ? : A : A = A = A ª
s  .  :s s ysA , x, y, z ¬ xyz , x, z g A , y g A , and s s ". Then A is called
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an alternati¨ e pair over F if the following identities hold:
  :s :s   :s :s  :s :s   :ys :su¨ xyz q xy u¨z s u¨x yz q x ¨uy z ,
  :s :s  :s :su¨ xyx s u¨x yx ,
  :s :s  :s :sxy xyz s xyx yz ,
s ys  .for all elements u, x, z in A and ¨ , y in A s s " . Let A be a triple
 :system over F whose triple product we will denote by xyz . The associ-
 q y. q yated pair to A is the pair A , A with A s A s A and the triple
 :s  :  4products given by xyz s xyz for all x, y, z g A and s g q, y . If A
 .is alternative then its associated pair A, A is also alternative. On the
 q y.other hand, if A s A , A is an alternative pair over F, the polariza-
 .tion P A is the alternative triple system whose underlying F-module is
Aq[ Ay and the triple product is given by
 :  :  :a [ a , b [ b , c [ c s a b c [ a b c .q y q y q y q y q y q y
 .The polarization P A of an alternative triple system A can be defined
as the polarized of its associated pair. We say that an alternative triple
 q y.system A is polarized if there exists an alternative pair B s B , B such
 .that P B is isomorphic with A. In particular, we say that A is the
polarization of a triple system if there exists an alternative triple system B
 .such that A is the polarization of the associated pair B, B . Thus, we see
that the category of alternative pairs is equivalent to the category of
polarized alternative triple systems. A nonassociative alternative triple
system will be called properly alternati¨ e.
op  q y.The opposite A of an alternative pair A s A , A is the pair
 y q.  q y.A , A with the same triple products. A homomorphism t s t , t
from the pair A to Aop is called an in¨olution of A if tys t s is the identity
map on As. Another connection between triples and pairs is generated by
 q y.the isotopics. Indeed, given an alternative pair A , A endowed with an
 q y. q  y.involution t s t , t , the F-module A resp. A can be provided with
an alternative triple system structure, called the t-isotope A t . of A, by
 : t .  q . :q   : t .  y . :y.defining xyz s x, t y , z resp. u¨w s u, t ¨ , w . It is
easily seen that tq: Aqª Ay is an isomorphism between both triple
system structures. Let A be an alternative triple system, and let t: A ª A
be an involutive automorphism of A, that is, an automorphism such that
t 2 s Id. Then the t-isotope A t . of A is the triple system whose underlying
 : t .   . :F-module is that of A, and its triple product x, y, z [ x, t y , z for
any x, y, z g A.
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w x w xFollowing the proofs of 15, Lemma 1.5 and 2, Prop. 1 we can state the
well-known connections between isotopies and polarizations:
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an alternati¨ e triple system. Then
 .  .i P A / 0 is simple if and only if A is simple and nonpolarized.
 .ii If A is simple, then A is the polarization of a triple system if and
only if A s B t . for some in¨oluti¨ e automorphism t of a nonsimple triple
system B.
 .  .   t ..iii P A is isomorphic with P A for e¨ery in¨oluti¨ e automor-
phism t of A.
 .  t .iv If A is simple and nonpolarized, then e¨ery t-isotope A of A is
simple and nonpolarized.
 q y. s  .Let A s A , A be an alternative pair over F. We denote by C A
 s .the subalgebra of End A of all elements T such thatF s
 :  :  :T x , y , z s T x , y , z s x , y , T z .  . .s s s
for all x, z g As, y g Ays and s s ". Every As has a natural structure
s  .  .  .of C A -module with T x [ T x . The centroid Z A of A is defineds s
q . y .  .as the subset of C A = C A of the couples T , T such thatq y
 :  : s ysT x, y, z s x, T y, z for all x, z g A , y g A , and s s ". If As ys
 .is an alternative triple system then the subalgebra C A of all elements
 .T g End A such thatF
 :  :  :T x , y , z s T x , y , z s x , y , T z .  . .
is called the metacentroid of A. The centroid of A is the subalgebra of
 .  .  :  :Z A of all elements T g C A such that T x, y, z s x, Ty, z for any
 .  . wx, y, z g A. In this case we have F ? Id ; Z A ; C A . In 13, Lemma 7,
x w xp. 220 and 10, 6.17 it is proved that if A is a simple alternative pair or a
 .simple alternative triple system, then the centroid Z A of A is an
 .extension field of F and the metacentroid C A of a simple alternative
triple system A is either an extension field of the centroid or a direct sum
  ..of two fields each containing Z A .
 q y.LEMMA 1. Let A be a F-triple system and B s B , B a pair o¨er F.
 .  .  q y.Let h , h : A, A ª B , B be an isomorphism. Then:q y
 .  q y. s y1i The pair t s t , t with t s h h is an in¨olution of theys s
y1  . s  .pair B and the maps l ¬ h lh from C A to C B are isomorphisms ofs s
 .   t ..F-algebras such that they transform Z A into Z B .
 .  t .ii h is an isomorphism between A and the t-isotope B of B.q
s s s s .  .  .Moreo¨er, t l x s lt x , for any x g B , l g C B , where l ¬ l is
s  . ys  .the isomorphism between the F-algebras C B and C B gi¨ en by
s ys s  .l s t lt for all l g C B and s s ".
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 t . .  .   . .  .iii Z B ( Sym Z B , ex , where ex is the in¨olution of Z B gi¨ en
 .  .by l, m ¬ m, l .
Proof. The first part is trivial. For the second one, a direct computation
ys s s .  .proves that l is in C B for any l g C B . Besides, for all x g B
s s s s ys s s .  .   ..   ..  .and l g C B we have t l x s t l x s t lt t x s lt x .
  t .. qFor the third part, let l be in Z B , x, y, z g B . Then
 : t .  : t .  : t .l x , y , z s l x , y , z s x , y , l z ,
q q y .  .  .  .implies that l g C B and therefore l, l g C B = C B . On the
other hand,
 : t .  : t .l xyz s x , l y , z
 q . :  q . : y .gives l x, t y , z s x, t l y , z and replacing y by t y , we obtain
 :  :l x , y , z s x , l y , z
q y  .for all x, z g B , y g B . Obviously, l s l, hence l, l is in
  . .Sym Z B , ex . A routine verification finishes the proof.
We remark on the similarity of some of the above arguments with
the proof of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry see for in-
w x.stance 1 .
 q y.In every alternative pair A s A , A , the left, right, and middle
 .  .  . s ysmultiplications L x, y , R x, y , and M x, z for all x, z g A , y g A are
defined by
 :L x , y z s M x , z y s R z , y x s xyz . .  .  .
Fixing an element ¨ g Ays , the F-module As becomes an alternative
s  :algebra, denoted by A , with the multiplication xy s x¨y . The same¨
definitions could be given in every alternative triple system A by passing to
its associated pair.
 .DEFINITION 1. Let A be a triple system resp. a pair . We will say that
 :   s ys s : .A is prime if I, A, J s 0 resp. I , A , J s 0, s s " implies
either I s 0 or J s 0 for any ideals I, J of A. The triple system or pair A
 .is nondegenerate if M x, x s 0 implies x s 0. A triple system or pair is
strongly prime if it is prime and nondegenerate.
Polarizations inherit the primeness and nondegeneracy. Isotopies inherit
the nondegeneracy but not necessarily the primeness. To finish these
preliminaries, we include the following identities valid in any alternative
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pair or triple system, which shall be intensively used below:
  ::  : :u¨ xyx s u¨x yx , 1 .
  ::   : :xy u¨x s x ¨uy x , 2 .
 : :   : :x¨x yz s x yx¨ z , 3 .
 : :   : :xyu yz s x yuy z , 4 .
2  :  :L x , y s L xyx , y s L x , yxy , 5 .  . .  .
 :Q z , xyz s L x , y Q z q Q z L y , x , 6 .  .  .  .  . .
Q L x , y z s L x , y Q z L y , x , 7 .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .  .  .where Q x s M x, x and Q x, y s Q x q y y Q x y Q y s
 .  .  .  .M x, y q M y, x . Identities 1 ] 7 are, respectively, AP2, AP4, AP6,
w xAP7, AP11, AP15, and AP16 of 10, 6.1, 6.7, and 7.4 .
3. SOCLE THEORY OF STRONGLY PRIME
ALTERNATIVE TRIPLE SYSTEMS
In this section we introduce the socle of a nondegenerate alternative
 w x.triple system in connection with the socle of its associated pair see 3 .
Finally, the structure of strongly prime alternative triple systems with
nonzero socle is reduced to the nonpolarized properly alternative case with
maximal idempotent.
Let A be an alternative triple system over F. Then A becomes a Jordan
triple system over F, denoted by AJ, with quadratic map Q: A ª
 .  .  .  :Hom A, A given by Q x y s M x, x y s xyx . Then A is nondegen-F
J  .erate if and only if A is nondegenerate. The socle Soc A of a nondegen-
erate alternative triple system A is defined as the socle of its associated
 w x.  .  s .pair see 11 . Hence, Soc A s Soc A , s s " and so coincides with
the sum of all minimal inner ideals of A. Obviously we have that
 . J  J .Soc A s Soc A . In order to prove that the socle is an ideal of A it is
w xuseful to introduce structural transformations 7 . For Jordan triple sys-
tems this concept takes the following form. A structural transformation of a
Jordan triple system V is a pair of F-linear maps f , g : V ª V such that
  ..  .   ..  .Q f x s fQ x g and Q g x s gQ x f for all x g V. We remark that
 .  .  .the left, right, and middle multiplications L x, y , R x, y , and M x, z for
J  wall x, y, z g A are structural transformations of A see 10, AP-16, AP-19,
x.and AP-21, p. 71 . Compositions of structural transformations of the form
 .  .  .L x, y , R x, y , and M x, z will be called inner structural transformations.
w x  J . JBy 7, Theorem 2.3 , Soc A is a direct sum of simple ideals M of A ,i
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each of which is generated by a minimal inner ideal. Moreover, the M arei
invariant under inner structural transformations and hence they are actu-
ally ideals of A. Consequently, we have the following result.
 .THEOREM 1 socle theorem . Let A be a nondegenerate alternati¨ e triple
 .system with nonzero socle. Then Soc A is a direct sum of simple ideals of A
 .each of which contains a minimal inner ideal. In particular, Soc A is a
 .nonzero ideal of A. Moreo¨er, if A is prime, then Soc A is simple and it is
contained in e¨ery nonzero ideal of A.
Clearly, the polarization of a nondegenerate alternative pair is also
nondegenerate and their socles are related as follows:
 q y.LEMMA 2. Let A s A , A be a nondegenerate alternati¨ e pair. Then
 .the polarization P A of A is a nondegenerate alternati¨ e triple system with
P Soc A s Soc P A . .  . .  .
q q  y y.Proof. Let I ; A resp. I ; A be a minimal inner ideal of A.
q  y.Clearly I [ 0 resp. 0 [ I is a minimal inner ideal of the nondegenerate
 .alternative triple system P A polarization of A. This shows that
  ..   ..P Soc A ; Soc P A . Conversely, let I be a minimal inner ideal of
 . q qP A . If the projection I of I over A is nonzero, then there exist
q q y y q y  q y y0 / x g I and x g A with x [ x g I. Hence, x [ x , 0 [ A ,
q y:  q y q:  q y q:x [ x s x A x [ 0 ; I. Since x A x is an inner ideal of A,
 q y q:nondegeneracy of A and minimality of I prove that x A x [ 0 s I.
 . q yTherefore, any minimal inner ideal of P A is of type I [ 0 or 0 [ I
with I s a minimal inner ideal of A.
 .We say that e s e , e is an idempotent of an alternative triple systemq y
 :A if e is an idempotent of its associated pair, that is, if e , e , e s es ys s s
 .for s s ". An idempotent e s e , e of A will be called maximal if theq y
 .Peirce-00-space A e vanishes. An element e in A is a tripotent if00
 :  .eee s e and will be called maximal if the pair e, e is a maximal
 .idempotent of the associated pair A, A .
 q y.LEMMA 3. Let A s A , A be an alternati¨ e pair.
 .  .i A is simple if and only if P A is simple.
 .  .ii If A contains a maximal idempotent e s e , e , then the polariza-q y
 .tion P A has a maximal tripotent.
Proof. For the first part suppose that A is simple and let I be a
 . snonzero ideal of the polarization P A . Denote by J , s s ", the
s  q y.  q y.projections of I over A . Then J s J , J and I l A , I l A are two
ideals of the pair A, which is simple. As I / 0 it follows that J s s As.
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Therefore, for all xqg Aq, there exists an xyg Ay such that xq[ xyg I.
Let ay, byg Ay and bqg Aq be any elements. We have then
 q y y q y:  q y q: qx [ x , 0 [ a , b [ b s x a b [ 0 g I l A .
q  q y q:If I l A s 0 then we have A , A , A s 0, contradicting the simplic-
s s  .ity of A. Consequently, I l A s A , implying I s P A . The converse is
 w x.trivial see also 15, Lemma 1.5 .
For the second part, a straightforward verification proves that e [ e isq y
 .a maximal tripotent of P A .
THEOREM 2. Let A be a strongly prime alternati¨ e triple system with
nonzero socle. Then we ha¨e one of the following possibilities:
 .  .i The associated pair A, A is prime.
 .  q y.ii There exists a strongly prime alternati¨ e pair B s B , B with
 .  .Soc B / 0 such that A is isomorphic with a subsystem of P B and
  ..  .P Soc B ( Soc A .
 .Proof. Suppose that A, A is not prime. Thus, there exist nonzero
 q y.  q y.  .  s ys s :ideals I s I , I , J s J , J of A, A such that I , A , J s 0.
It follows from the fact that Kql Ky is an ideal of A for any ideal
 q y.  . q y q yK s K , K of A, A , that I l I s 0 or J l J s 0. Let M s
 q y.  .M , M be an ideal of A, A , maximal in the family of the ideals
 q y. q y  q y.K s K , K with K l K s 0. Let B s ArM , ArM be the quo-
 q y.tient pair. We shall prove that B s B , B is the pair whose existence
 . q ywe claim in part ii of the theorem. Since M l M s 0, the map
 q.  y.c : a ¬ a q M [ a q M is a monomorphism of triple systems from
 .A to the polarization P B . The primeness of B follows from the maxi-
s mality of M. Next we prove the nondegeneracy of B. Let N [ x g A:
 : s 4 s s q yxAx ; M . We have M ; N and N l N s 0. Therefore, it is
 .sufficient to prove that N is an ideal of A, A . In fact, let u, ¨ , y g A,
x g Ns. We have
 :  ::u¨x , y , u¨x
  :  ::    :::    :::s y x , ¨uy , u¨x q u , ¨ , xy u¨x q x , y , u¨ u¨x
   :: :    : ::   : ::s y x , ¨u ¨uy , x q u , ¨ , x ¨uy x q x , y , u¨u ¨x
   :: :    : ::    : : :s y x , ¨u ¨uy , x q u , ¨ , x ¨uy x q x , ¨ u¨u y , x ,
w xwhere AP1, AP3, and AP4 of 10, 6.1, 6.7 have been applied. The last
member of the above sequence of equalities is in M s and therefore
 s : s  q y.A, A, N ; N . Similar computations prove that N s N , N is an
 .  . sideal of A, A and B is nondegenerate. Suppose now that Soc A ; M
 4for some s g q, y . Then
 : ys q yA , Soc A , A ; Soc A l M ; M l M s 0, .  .
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w x   . .  .  .which implies, by 10, AP21, p. 71 , that Q M x, x y s M x, x Q y
 .  .M x, x s 0 for all x g Soc A and y g A. So, nondegeneracy of A
 . sproves Soc A o M for any s s ". Then there exists a minimal inner
s s s  s .ideal I of A such that I o M , hence Soc B / 0 for all s s ".
  ..   ..Finally, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 show that c Soc A s P Soc B .
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a strongly prime alternati¨ e triple system with
nonzero socle. Then either A is associati¨ e or we ha¨e one of the following
possibilities:
 .i A is a nonpolarized simple properly alternati¨ e triple system with
maximal idempotent.
 .  q y.ii There exists a simple properly alternati¨ e pair B s B , B with
 .maximal idempotent such that A s P B and therefore A is a simple properly
alternati¨ e triple system with maximal tripotent.
Proof. Let A be nonassociative. We shall examine the two possibilities
 . wof the above theorem. Suppose first that the pair A, A is prime. By 3,
x  .Theorem 3 , we have that A, A is a simple properly alternative pair with
maximal idempotent. In this case A is simple and cannot be a polarization,
 .so A becomes as in case i .
 .Suppose now that A, A is not prime. By the last theorem, there exists
 q y.a strongly prime alternative pair B s B , B with nonzero socle such
that
P Soc B s Soc A ; A ; P B . 8 .  .  .  . .
w xSince B must be nonassociative then, by 3, Theorem 3 , B is a simple
properly alternative pair with maximal idempotent. It follows from Lemma
 .  .3 that P B is simple with maximal tripotent and then 8 becomes a
 .sequence of equalities. Thus, we are in case ii , which finishes the proof.
4. SIMPLE ALTERNATIVE TRIPLE SYSTEMS WITH
MAXIMAL IDEMPOTENT
The last corollary reduces the description of the strongly prime alterna-
 .tive triple systems with nonzero socle to case i . In fact, the associative
w x w x  . wcase is completely described in 5 and 6 , and case ii can be seen in 10,
x w xTheorem 11.11 or 13, Theorem 5, p. 221 . So, throughout this section A
will denote a simple nonpolarized properly alternative triple system with
 . w xmaximal idempotent e s e , e . According to Loos's theorem 10, 11.11q y
 .the associated pair A, A is up to isomorphism, of one of the following
types:
 .  op.B an alternative pair C , C , where C is a Cayley algebra over
an extension field K of F;
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 .  . w xC an alternative pair B X, K, a as in 10, 6.6 defined as follows:
Let Bqs Bys X, where X is a vector space of dimension G 4 over an
extension field K of F, endowed with a nondegenerate alternating F-bi-
 q y.linear form a : X = X ª K. Then B s B , B becomes a simple prop-
 .erly alternative pair over F, denoted by B X, K, a , with the triple
products given by
 :q  :yxyz s y xyz s a z , y x q a x , z y. .  .
Let A be an alternative triple system whose associated pair is isomor-
 .phic to one of type C above, and apply Lemma 1. First, it is obvious by
q . y .the form of the triple products, that K ? Id : C B s C B . We shall
q . q .prove that C B s K ? Id. Let f g C B . Then
f a z , y x q a x , z y s a z , y f x q a f x , z y .  .  .  .  . .  .
s a f z , y x q a x , f z y. 9 .  .  . .  .
Making x s z and y s z we obtain
f a x , y x s a x , y f x q a f x , x y .  .  .  . .  .
s a f x , y x q a x , f x y , 10 .  .  . .  .
f a x , y y s a f x , y y s a f y , y x q a x , f y y. 11 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 .   . .  .Making x s y in 11 we have a f x , x s 0 for any x g X and 10 and
 .11 become
f a x , y x s a x , y f x s a f x , y x , .  .  .  . .  .
12 .
f a x , y y s a f x , y y s a x , f y y. .  .  . .  .  .
 .  .Equality 12 and nondegeneracy of a give the K-linearity of f and 9
 .  .   . .shows that a x, z f y s a f x , z y for any x, y, z g X. Hence, there
 .exists m g K such that f y s m y and f g K ? Id.
 y1 .Denote by s, s the involution t of B in Lemma 1. Then s: X ª X is
a F-linear bijection which is semilinear relative to the automorphism
y1 2l ¬ l s sls of K. Next, we see that s s g Id for a g g K with g s g .
 :q.   . y1 .  .:yIndeed, it follows from the equality s x, y, z s s x , s y , s z
that
y1a z , y s x q a x , z s y s ya s z , s y s x .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
y a s x , s z sy1 y . 13 .  .  .  . .
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Making 0 / x s z we obtain
y1a x , y s x s ya s x , s y s x , .  .  .  .  . .
which implies the identity
y1a x , y s ya s x , s y . 14 .  .  .  . .
 .So, taking into account 13 , we have
y1a x , z s y s ya s x , s z s y , .  .  .  .  . .
for any x, y, z g X. Hence, there exists 0 / g g K such that s2 s g Id,
where
a s x , s z .  . .
g s , 15 .y1a s x , s z .  . .
 .for any nonorthogonal x, z g X. Taking into account 14 , we compute g
to obtain
2a s x , s z a s x , z a s u , s ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  . .
g s s s s g ,2 y2 y1y1 a s x , s z a s u , s ¨ .  .  .  . .  .a s x , s z .  . .
2 y2 .  .replacing u by s x and z by s ¨ . Now, for all l g K, l s s ls s
y1glg s l, and l ¬ l is an involution of K. Moreover, Lemma 1 gives
that A is isomorphic with the triple system B t ., t-isotope of B, whose
underlying F-module is X and the triple product is now
 :xyz s a z , s y x q a x , z s y .  .  . .
 .for all x, y, z g X. Furthermore, the metacentroid C A of A is isomor-
s  .   t ..phic with C B s K ? Id. On the other hand, it is clear that Z B ;
s  .   t ..C B , and it is not difficult to see that given l g K then lId g Z B if
and only if l s l. So we have the following relations:
C A ( K and Z A ( Sym K , y . .  .  .
 .Finally, we define the form f : X = X ª K by means of f x, y q
  . .  .a s y , x s 0, which, by 14 , turns out to be a nondegenerate hermitian
 .sesquilinear form, hence, the alternative triple system A falls in case 3 of
Meyberg's classification of simple alternative triples systems with maximal
w xtripotent 13, Theorem 5, p. 221 .
We recall that, for any unital alternative F-algebra R endowed with an
involution t, that is, an antiautomorphism t: R ª R with t 2 s Id, we can
define in R a structure of alternative triple system R t ., called the t-isotope
 :   ..of R, making xyz s xt y z. Such a triple system has a maximal
tripotent, the unit of R.
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 .LEMMA 4. Let R, t be an alternati¨ e algebra with unit 1 and in¨olution
t, and let ¨ be a nonzero element of R. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i The map L : x ¬ ¨x is an in¨oluti¨ e automorphism of the triple¨
system R t ..
 .  . 2ii t ¨ s ¨ and ¨ s 1.
Proof. Suppose first that L is an involutive automorphism of R. It¨
follows from the involutive character of L that ¨ 2 s 1. On the other¨
 :.   .  .  .:hand, we have L 1, 1, 1 s L 1 , L 1 , L 1 and therefore ¨ s¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .¨t ¨ ¨. Multiplying by ¨ to left and right we obtain ¨ s t ¨ . Conversely,
2  .now let ¨ g R with ¨ s 1 and t ¨ s ¨ . Then, applying the Moufang
identities we have
 :¨x , ¨y , ¨z s ¨x ? t ¨y ¨z s ¨ ? xt y ? ¨ ¨z .  .  .  . .  .
2  :s ¨ xt y ? ¨ z s ¨ xt y ? z s ¨ xyz . .  . . .
 .  .Assume now that A, A is isomorphic with a pair of type B above. Let
 . w xe s e , e be the maximal idempotent in A. Then, by 10, 11.11 , weq y
q . y .  .  .have that A s A e s A e , that is, L e , e s R e , e s Id.11 11 s ys s ys
w xThen by 10, 6.12 the alternative algebras R s A and R9 s A aree ey q
 .  .unital with unit elements e and e , respectively, and Q e s M e , e :q y y y y
 .  .R ª R9 is an antiisomorphism with inverse Q e s M e , e . Further-q q q
 .  op.  w x.more, the pair A, A is isomorphic with the pair R, R see 10, 6.5
w  .xand, taking into account 10, 9.2 d , we have for any x, y g R and a g R9
that
 :xay s xa y , 16 .  .
 .  :where a s Q e a s e , a, e . As e s e we can writeq q q s ys
 :  :e e x s e e x s e e x s e e x s e e x , .  .  .q q q q q q y y y y
 .  .  :for any x g A, that is, L e , e s L e , e . In particular, e e e sq q y y s s s
 .e for s s ". Now, applying 2 :ys
  : :   ::e e xe e s e e xe e s L e , e R e , e x .  .s ys s s s s ys s s s s ys
s L e , e x , .s s
 .and from 1 we have
 : :   ::e xe e e s e x e e e s Q e x .ys s s s ys s s s ys
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for all x g A and s s ". Therefore, we can state the following relations:
Q e M e , e s L e , e , 17 .  .  .  .s ys s s s
R e , e M e , e s Q e . 18 .  .  .  .s s ys s ys
 .On the other hand, making x s y s e in 5 we obtains
2L e , e s Id. 19 .  .s s
w x  .In 10, Lemma 7.6 it is shown that T s L e , e : R ª R9 is a homo-q q
morphism of Jordan algebras. Our proposal is to prove that T is actually
 .  .an isomorphism of alternative algebras. First, we compute T x T y for
any x, y g R to obtain
 :T x T y s T x , e , T y .  .  .  .q
 : :   : :s e e x , e , T y s e , e xe , T y , .  .q q q q q q
 .  .  .where we have just used the equality 4 . Now, applying 17 and 2
  :   : ::  : :T x T y s e , e xe , T y s e , e xe , e e ye e .  .  .q q q q q q q y q q
  :  :: :s e , e ye , e , e xe , eq y q q q q q
 :  ::s Q e e ye , e , e xe . .  .q y q q q q
Second, we have that
  : :T xy s Q e M e , e xy s Q e e , xe y , e , .  .  .  .  .  .q y q q y y q
 .  .  .hence T xy s T x T y if and only if the equality
 :  ::   : :e ye , e , e xe s e , xe y , ey q q q q y y q
 .  .  .holds for any x, y g R. But, applying subsequently 1 , 18 , and 3 we
have
 :  ::  : : :e ye , e , e xe s e ye e e , x , ey q q q q y q q q q
 :s R e , e M e , e y , x , e .  .q q y q q
 :s Q e y , x , e .y q
 : :   : :s e ye , x , e s e , xe y , e ,y y q y y q
which together with T 2 s Id proves the required result. Define t [
 .   . :Q e T : R ª R by x ¬ e , T x , e . Then t is an antiautomorphismq q q
 .of R composition of isomorphism and antiisomorphism , which is involu-
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 .  t .tive by 7 . Consequently, R becomes an alternative triple system for
 :   ..x, y, z s xt y z. Making ¨ s e in Lemma 4 we have that L is any ¨
involutive automorphism of the triple system R t .. Moreover, for all x g R,
 .  :  :  .  .L x s ¨x s e e x s e e x s T x . Finally, applying 16 , the¨ y y q q
equalities
L .¨ :  : :x , y , z s x , T y , z s xy z s xyz , .  .
  t ..L¨ .for all x, y, z g A, show that A s R , that is, A is the L -isotope of¨
the alternative triple system R t ., t-isotope of the unital alternative algebra
 .with involution R, t .
 . w xRemarks. 1 By 10, 6.14 , the alternative F-algebra R is simple and
 op.nonassociative if and only if the pair R, R is simple and nonassociative.
Then we get that R is a simple unital alternative nonassociative algebra
endowed with an involution t, and, by the Kleinfeld theorem, the center F
of R is an extension field of F and R is a Cayley algebra over F.
 .  .2 After the above results, it is not difficult to see that T s L e , eq q
is an involutive automorphism of the triple system1 A. Let V denote the
T-isotope triple system AT .. Since A is simple and nonpolarized, by
Proposition 1, V is a simple nonpolarized alternative triple system. More-
over, c [ e is a maximal tripotent of V such that the Peirce-11-spaceq
 .  :V c becomes an alternative algebra for the multiplication xy s xcy11
 w x. wsee 13 which coincides with R. In consequence, we can apply 13,
xTheorem 4, p. 221 to obtain characterizations of centroid and metacen-
troid of V:
C V ( F , Z V ( Fq, 20 .  .  .
q  <  . 4 T .where F s l g F t l s l . Clearly, the metacentroids of A and A
are the same. Besides, it is obvious by the definition of T , that Tf s fT for
 .  .  T ..all f in Z A , hence Z A s Z A . Consequently, the isomorphisms
 .20 hold also for the triple system A.
5. MAIN RESULTS
We collect our previous results in order to give the classification of
strongly prime alternative triple systems with nonzero socle.
1 1  .If 2 A s A, there exists a more direct way to prove it. Indeed, we make e s e q e ,1 q y2
1  .e s e y e , which are generalized orthogonal tripotents in A, and the same methods of2 q y2
w x2, Main Theorem work.
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THEOREM 3. Let A be a simple nonpolarized properly alternati¨ e triple
system with maximal idempotent o¨er F. Then A is isomorphic with one of the
following:
 .  .i A triple system A X, K, s, f, a described as follows: X is a K-¨ ec-
 .tor space, where K is the metacentroid C A of A which is an extension field
 .of F endowed with an in¨olution l ¬ l such that dim X G 4, s gK
2 .End X is a K-semilinear map with s s g ? Id, 0 / g s g g K, f : X = KF
ª K is a nondegenerate hermitian sesquilinear form, a : X = X ª K is a
 .   . .nondegenerate alternating bilinear form such that f x, y q a s y , x s 0
for any x, y g X, and the triple product in A is gi¨ en by
 :xyz s f z , y x q a x , z s y . .  .  .
 .  .Moreo¨er, the centroid Z A is a field isomorphic with Sym K, y .
 .   t ..L¨ .  t .ii The L -isotope R of the triple system R , where R is a¨
 .Cayley algebra o¨er its center, Z R , which is an extension field of F
 .isomorphic with the metacentroid C A of A, t is an in¨olution of R, and
2  .  .¨ g R satisfies ¨ s 1 and t ¨ s ¨. Moreo¨er, the centroid Z A of A is an
 .  .extension field of F contained in C A and t is linear o¨er Z A and
 .semilinear o¨er C A .
 .  .Remarks. 1 The triple system of type i has maximal idempotents.
  ..  .Indeed, let x, y g X such that a x, s y s 1 and take e s x, e s Q y x.q y
 .Then, a simple computation proves that e , e is a maximum idempo-q y
tent. However, they could not have maximal tripotents. For instance, let X
be a vector space of dimension 4 over a field K of characteristic 2 and
assume X carries a nondegenerate alternating form a . If the involution in
 :K is the identity map and s is the identity map in X, then xxx s 0 for
all x g X.
 .  .  .2 In case ii , the couple 1, ¨ is clearly a maximal idempotent, but
there exists simple alternative triple systems without maximal tripotents or
  : .antitripotents elements e with eee s ye . For instance, let R s
 .  .C 0, 1, 1 be the split Cayley algebra over a field F of characteristic s 2
  . .which is constructed from R s Q F 0 , 1 by the Cayley]Dickson process,1
2  w xthat is, R s R [ ¨R with ¨ s 1, ¨ f F.1 see 17, pp. 30]31 for1 1
.notation . The map t: a q ¨b ¬ a q ¨b, where a ¬ a is the Cayley
 .involution of R , is an involutive antiautomorphism of R with t ¨ s ¨ .1
  t ..L¨ .Then the triple system A s R has no maximal tripotent. In fact, if
 .e s a q ¨b g R is a maximal tripotent then e, e is a maximal idempotent
  t ..L¨ .   t ..L¨ ..of the associated alternative pair R , R , which is isomorphic
 op.  .with the pair R, R via an isomorphism w mapping e, e to a maximal
 q y.  .idempotent f , f . Next, we prove that A e coincides with the whole11
 .  q y.A. The maximal idempotents 1, 1 and f , f are conjugated, up to
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 w x wassociation, under an elementary automorphism see 10, 10.12 and 12,
x.Sect. 5, p. 86 . Hence, the Peirce-10 and 01-spaces of both idempotents
 .  .vanish and, consequently, A e s A e s 0. Then, taking into account10 01
  t ..L¨ .  :   ..that the triple product in R is given by x, y, z s x ? t ¨y z, we
have
 :1 s e, e, 1 s a q ¨b ? t ¨a q b s a q ¨b b q ¨a .  .  .  .
s ab q ab q ¨ aa q bb s ¨k , . .
with k g F, which is a contradiction.
THEOREM 4. An alternati¨ e triple system A o¨er F is strongly prime with
nonzero socle if and only if it is isomorphic with one of the following:
 .i a strongly prime associati¨ e triple system with nonzero socle;
 .  .  .ii a triple system A X, K, s, f, a described as in i of Theorem 3;
 .   t ..L¨ .  .iii a triple system R described as in ii of Theorem 3;
 .  .iv a polarized triple system P B of a simple properly alternati¨ e pair
 q y.B s B , B with maximal idempotent.
Proof. If A is a strongly prime alternative triple system with nonzero
socle the theorem follows from Corollary 1 and Theorem 3. For the
 .  .converse, we observe that cases ii and iii are simple nondegenerate
triple systems such that all their principal inner ideals inner ideals of the
 . .form Q x A are of the finite dimension over the same extension field of
w x  J J .F. Then we can apply 10, Theorem 10.5 to the Jordan pair A , A and
obtain the existence of minimal inner ideals in A. A similar argument,
 q y.  .together with Lemma 2, works for the pair B , B of case iv . In
particular, they are strongly prime with nonzero socle.
Remark. The above results close the problem of the classification of
simple finite-dimensional alternative triple systems. In fact, let A be a
simple finite-dimensional alternative triple system over a field k. It follows
w x  :from 10, 7.11 and 14.14 and the fact that 0 / A, A, A s A, that A is
w x.semisimple. Then, by 10, 10.17 , A is nondegenerate. Hence, Theorem 1
 .gives that Soc A is a nonzero ideal agreeing with A and we can apply
Theorem 4. If A is associative or A contains a maximal tripotent, then we
w x w x ware in the hypothesis of the main theorems of 5 , 6 , or 13, Theorem 5, p.
x221 . Other cases are described in Theorem 3.
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